
In the US, 88% of time spent 
on mobile devices is in-app. 

According to 
brands/advertisers, 
in-app ads can 
improve ROI by an 
average of 41%.

In-app mitigates 
fraud risk by 
running in closed 
environments.

App publishers have become 
extremely savvy with integrating ads 
into their user flow, creating a less 
disruptive experience.

Put your money where the action is
People are spending more and more time in-app vs on mobile web or desktop.

2.4 billion people will play 
mobile games globally this year.

51% of surveyed brand 
advertisers reported stronger user 
engagement in mobile games.

47% of mobile gamers shop online 
more than three hours per week, 
compared to 28% for non-gamers.

62% of mobile gamers are female. One-in-three mobile gamers is 45+.

54% of the world plays 
games 1x month

78% of smartphone users use game 
apps daily.

Gaming — not just for kids
The gaming audience spans all ages, is highly engaged, and more likely to make purchases.
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The ecosystem offers a host of formats 
that aren’t available in the web 
environment (e.g. rewarded video or 
playables). These formats should 
absolutely inform the way you conceive 
your campaign.

Games can be a 
great brand safe 
play as they 
generally don’t 
include UGC and 
allow for limited to 
no social posting.

Modify your ad creatives accordingly 
to fit the new formats. Each ad should 
be tailored to that mobile experience.

Social and dating 
apps can pass 
valuable demo 
and location data 
via the SDK, but 
can also feature 
more UGC. Be sure 
to buy from a 
partner you trust.

SDK integrations mean more ad 
units, more trust, and more control 
over how ads are rendered. 

Select partners with SDK integrations 
The partners you use will directly impact your Supply Path Optimization(SPO) 
and quality control. SDKs = Safe and Direct.

65% of the 
time spent 
in-app is spent 
in apps other 
than Google 
and Facebook.

Different types 
of apps have 
different 
audiences; test 
multiple app 
categories to see 
what works best.

Leverage whitelists/blacklists to 
find specific apps that work best for 
your campaign.

Use device ID to target specific users 
(more confidently than with cookies).

SPO is a top industry priority right now. 
An SDK integration means that your 
supply partner is integrated with app 
publishers directly, has its own 
commercial terms in place with them, 
and are not just reselling. 
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Make your next mobile campaign a success  

For additional in-app information and best 
practices contact your account manager or 
email programmaticdemand.global@fyber.com

Innovate with new ad formats
Innovate with the latest ad formats to get the most impact from your creative.

Be smart with user generated content
Have a strategy for user generated content (UGC) to avoid brand safety concerns. 

Reference Best Practices
Leverage best practices from web.

Diversify in-app placements
Try multiple formats and audiences to see what works best.

How to Win at 
In-App Advertising
Best Practices for programmatic buyers


